The Lost Sheep

Reed is keen on his flock of sheep. Every day of the week, Reed takes his sheep to feed in the green field. Reed fell asleep under a tree. Three of his sheep hurt their feet. When Reed went to seek his sheep he began to weep. There were three that he did not see. He needed his jeep to fetch his three lost sheep. Reed sat at the wheel to drive up the steep hill. He began to beep and call his sheep. Then down in the deep he sees the three hurt sheep.
Little feet were running and playing.

“Come and have your feed,” says mum.

We now brush our teeth and go to sleep. After, we take the seeds which we keep and plant them in the greenhouse at the end of the week.

Later we jump in the jeep you see to go and meet the queen.
Lost Teeth

A jeep hit the queen. She started to weep as she lost her teeth.

The man of the green jeep had to meet the queen. She said, “You creep! Next time beep.”

The queen sent him to sweep in the deep deep creek. There he hurt his feet and broke his teeth.

The dentist greeted the man and the queen. He peeped to see and gave them new teeth.
The cook took the food to the man on the table. “Look!” said the man to the cook, “I have a small bug in my food.”

The cook looked at the food and was shocked, so he took the plate and spoon away.

The man went out by the pool to read a book while the cook cooked him more food. He sat on a stool but slept, dropped the book and fell in the pool. He got wet and in a bad mood. So he no longer took his food.
The Good Cook

Brooke is a good cook. At noon she cooks the food for Goofy. Goofy sits near the pool with a book. Brooke uses a spoon to mix the food. The food is cool. Brooke calls Goofy to the dining room for his food. Brooke is in a good mood. She looks at Goofy and brings a stool to put up his foot. Goofy had hurt his foot with a wood that fell from the hook. Soon it was dark and Brooke could see the moon. She took the broom to sweep the room.
An Outing in March

The football coach takes Punch and the chaps for a walk for charity. They meet near the church. Punch takes his dog Patch with him. They walk to Chadwick Lakes. Punch and the chaps chat along the way. Patch chases a cat which he does not catch. The cat climbs a cherry tree. The coach and the chaps find a patch to stop for lunch. Punch throws some cheese to Patch. The coach is rich. He gives a peach to each of the chaps. One of the chaps trips in a chain.
He hurts his chin and cheek. The coach runs to fetch a chair from the chapel. The coach looks at his watch. Not much time is left. They chop a tree branch to carry the chap.
At the Fish Shop

Sharlon and Sharone go to the fish shop. At the fish shop the fishmonger puts the fish for show in a dish.

The fisherman walks into the shop with the fish he brings from the ship. In the fisherman’s box there are shells with the fish. The fishmonger puts the shells in a dish on the shelf. Sharone and Sharlon pay cash for the fish and the shells. They wish to go fishing on the ship with the fisherman.
Tim has a bar. Tony goes in the bar with a jar. The bar is far away. On the way to the bar Tony sees a star and a car. The car is bigger than the cart. The cart goes in the yard. The car is as black as tar. Tony lives near a farm. The farmer lives in part of the farm. On the farm there is a chart of a cart and a car.

The farmer was at a party in the bar. He left that bar and drove his car into the yard. He parked his car by the cart near the barn. Inside his partner put the tarts in a jar.
The farmer did not like the tarts as they tasted like tar. The farmer’s dog barked as far away the army fired their arms.

The farmer’s partner went to play darts in the barn. She fell down and broke her arm.
There was a loud sound! The ball hit the ground and went about, but was not found.

The boy looked out when he heard the loud sound. He shouted to the stout man on the mountain who was still out with the hound.

He went out of bounds and found a pound on the ground. He then went to fish and caught a trout and felt very proud.
Kate was late for the sale. She helped her mum bake a cake to take to the sale.

The cake was on a red plate. The sale was by the lake where Kate and her mate Shane played games with spades.

After the sale Kate and Shane met Jane. They all ran up the lane to wake Jade. "Wake up!! Wake up!!" Jade opened the gate for Shane, Kate and Jane. They went in the stable.
Rose has a rope.

The rope is near a pole.

The pole is in the hole.

The pole broke and Rose spoke to Cole.

Cole rose with the pole.

Rose got the rope and they drove home.

At home the dog had a bone.

Rose took a cone and gave it to the dog.

Rose is alone at home so she got the hose and wet the rose.
Mike has a red bike. He rides it all the time. He likes to make it shine.

Every day at nine, when it is fine, he goes for a hike by the river Nile.

He takes five lime kites, piles them on a pipe and says "They are mine." At home Mike dines, hides and drinks wine and sprite. At nine he dives into bed and dreams of his bike.
Luke went on the tube.

The duke was named Luke.


Luke was amused with the tune.

It was like a flute.

In June we mended a flute.
The boy had a peach and some tea for breakfast. Then he went out in the garden and gave the goat a leaf. He went to school and the teacher took them out to the beach. The sea was calm. They could not stand the heat. The teacher gave them two bottles of water each and some fruit to eat. Afterwards they had an ice-cream. When he went home he had some meat with peas and chips. Then he went to clean his room. At eight he watched his team play football on TV.
Tom and his parents were going to London the next day. Tom went to sleep early but around midnight he woke up with a fright. The sound of lightning scared him. He switched on the light in his room and tucked himself under his blankets. He was worried that if the storm continues they might not go to London. When morning came, it was a bright sunny day. The storm had passed and the sky was so clear there was not a cloud in sight. The plane took off and went up high in the sky. Tom was not scared anymore. They had a very food flight and arrived in London safe and sound.
Mum sent Jerry to the shop to buy some ointment. When Jerry got to the shop, he heard a lot of noise. The shop keeper was screaming because a man had stolen all his coins. At that moment, Jerry saw the thief going out of the toilet. He took a bottle of oil from the shelf and threw it on the floor. The thief fell down. Jerry called the shop keeper and pointed at the thief. The police came and took the thief away. The police were very happy and told Jerry that when he grows up he should join the police force.
The painter wanted to paint the rail black. Some paint fell on his shirt and he stained his shirt. Then it started to rain so he stopped painting. He waited for a few minutes but the rain did not stop. So he decided to hang the pictures he got from Spain. He hit his finger instead of the nail. He screamed in pain. So he took the train home and stayed reading his mail.